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For a nondiscrete o-compact locally compact Hnusdorff group G, L,(G) is 
a commutative Banach algebra under pointwise multiplication which has many 
nonzero proper closed invariant ideals; there is at least a continuum of maximal 
Invariant ideals :N-] such that -V, + L\r3, = L,(G) whenever q z- lyi 
It fol1ox-s from the construction of the& id&s that when G is also amenable 
as a discrete group, then LIM\TLIR'l contains at least a continuum of mutuall) 
singular elements each of which is singular to any element of TLI~I. ‘I’he 
supports of left-invariant meant are in the maximal ideal space of L,(G); 
the structure of these supports leads to the notion of stationary and transitive 
maximal ideals. 1’0 prove that both these types of maximal ideals :LK dense 
among all maximal ideals, one shows that the intersection of all nonzero 
closed invariant ideals is zero. This is the case even though the intersection of 
any sequence of closed invariant ideals is not zero and the intersection of all 
the maximal invariant ideals is not zero. 
Section 1 contains notation and a discussion of the known results 
about the size LIM and TLIM for a-compact locally compact groups. 
In Section 2, the Gelfand isomorphism of L,(G) with C(B), where B 
is the maximal ideal space of L,(G), is made the basis for an alternate 
description of the ideals in L,(G) and the elements of L,*(C). This 
description allows one to define the supports of elements of LIM and 
to give a reasonable definition of mutual singularity for elements of 
LIM. Some theorems special to the case of a compact group when the 
Haar measure h is in LIM are proved in this section. 
In Section 3, the ideas of permanent positivity and strict positivity 
of a measurable subset of G are used to construct in any nondiscrete 
o-compact locally compact group a continuum of closed invariant 
ideals {N,} such that NW, + N,, = L,(G) whenever 01~ =k %? . This 
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may be done so that any N, contains x0 , where 61 is a closed nowhere- 
dense set with X(G\B-I) < 1. Assuming that G is also amenable as a 
discrete group allows one to prove there are elements t3, E LIM with 
1Va C Ker(B,). It follows that (0,) are mutually singular and each is 
singular to any element of TLIM. 
The supports of singular left-invariant means are closed nowhere- 
dense invariant subsets of .P. Section 4 contains the definitions of 
stationary maximal ideals (those whose orbits in 9 are nowhere dense) 
and transitive maximal ideals (those whose orbits are dense in 5’). 
These two types of maximal ideals exhaust ‘r and both types are 
dense in 9. l’o prove that the stationary maximal ideals are dense 
requires proving that the intersection of all nonzero closed invariant 
ideals of L,( G) is zero; the proof of this fact uses again the notion of 
permanent positivity. It is not the case, however, that the intersection 
of all the maximal invariant ideals is zero. 
I. 'I'm SPACES L,(G) AND L,*(G) 
Let G be a o-compact locally compact group. It is always assumed 
that G is a Hausdorff space. Fix a left-invariant Haar measure h on 
G and let /3 be the Lebesgue measurable sets. If G is compact, assume 
h(G) -= 1, For a Lebesgue measurable function f from G to the real 
numbers R, let ilfl,l -- ,hl). I,et I 
a 
nd yJFd{[“,;nd llfiN7, = inf(r E R: 1’ > If I a.e. 
measurable ‘functions F: C 
e real i’ector spaces of I,ebesque 
I AIR with ilfill -:: U? and ~Jfl’,, <: E, 
respectively. Let I I” be {f : Ii f$ - 01. Both L,(G) ~~- !Z1(G)/J and 
L,(G) = L??y(G)/.,f 1 are Ranach spaces in the respective quotient norm- 
topologies. Unless it becomes critical to distinguish .f and f + A‘, 
one writesffor both of them and lifll, or l’fli-, for the norm off as the 
case may be. 
‘I-he dual space L,*(G) consists of all !I . 1 ,-continuous linear 
functionals on L,(G). In the dual norm, L,*(G) is isomorphic by an 
isometry toL,(G) withfE L,(G) corresponding to the linear functional 
h tt SC; \zf dh on L,(G). The dual space L,*(G) consists of all 1~ . lj., - 
continuous linear functionals on L,(G). Denote the I’ . I~:-unit ball 
of L,*(G) by B. There is a regular action of the group G on L,(G) 
and L,(G) defined by gf(~) -f(g-lx) for all g and x in G. The 
mapping f I-+gf is an isometry of both spaces. The group action of G 
on IJ7. *(G) is defined by go(f) -~ 0(g-tf) for all g E G, B EL, *(G), 
and feL,(C). The g roup G acts as a group of isometries on I,, *(G) 
and leaves B invariant. 
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;211 the spacesL,(G), L,(G), and L,*(G) are partially ordered vector 
spaces. An element f in L,(G) or L,(G) is positive, written f ;= 0, if 
and only if f 3 0 a.e. [h]. A 1 inear functional 0 on L,(G) is positive 
when 0(f) >, 0 for all positive f E L,(G). Any function f E 1, ,(G) is 
the difference of two positive functions in L,(G) and the norm ~j . /!, 
is monotonic relative to the partial ordering of L,(G). It follows that 
any linear functional in L%*(G) is the difference of two positive linear 
functionals in L,*(G). In fact, if 0 E L,*(G) then there is a unique 
positive linear functional 0+ EL,*(G) such that 
H+(f) 7 sup{H(f,): 0 -/.fo :‘..f] 
for all positivefEL,(G). One lets 0~ = (--8)+ and then H : 0 8.-. 
Also, /I 0 ~1: > max(ll 8-k j$ , 11 B- ii:). The positive functionals 6, c 11 
are denoted by B +. The unit ball B C B+m -- Bm . (For proofs of these 
facts about the partial orderings, see [IO].) 
There is a representation of L,*(G) in terms of finitely additive 
measures that is convenient to use (for the details, see [S]): ‘l’he part 
of this representation that will appear later is this: There is a one-to-one 
correspondence between positive functionals in L,*(G) and positive 
finitely additive measures v on p such that e(M) = 0 whenever 
;I(M) -= 0 and such that v(G) < m. Given a positive functional 8, 
the associated finitely additive measure 7: is defined by v(J4) :: 0(x,,), 
where x,\, is the characteristic function on LV. Given a measure as 
above, define 8(~~=, a?~,,,~) =: Cy=“=, oiz(&Zi) for all n, ,..., Q,, E R and 
n/l, ,... , X!,l E /3. Then 8 is a well-defined positive linear functional on 
span((x,41: M E P)) and has a unique positive /I . 1 ,-continuous 
extension B E L,*(G). The measures 8, those for which v is a countably 
additive measure, are exactly the linear functionals such that there is 
h EL,(G) with h >, 0 satisfying e(,f) = Jfh ~0 for all f~ I,., (G). 
A mean 6’ on L,(G) is an element 8 E R+ with 0(l) == 1. We say that B 
is a left-invariant mean onL,(G) if 0 is a mean and@ Z-L 8 for all R E G. 
We say G is an amenable locally compact group if there exists a left- 
invariant mean on L,(G). -Any group G is amenable as a discrete group 
if there exists a left-invariant mean on Z,(G). We denote the set of 
left-invariant means by LIM. A mean 6’ is a topological left-ineariant 
mean if B is a mean and 19(/z ;ti,f) -=-: S(f) for all h E L,(G) with h > 0 
and 11 h iI1 = I and for all f~ L,(G). The set of topological left- 
invariant means is denoted by TRIM. One always has TI,I31 C LIM 
and G is an amenable locally compact group if and only if TLIM f @. 
(See [6] for proofs of these facts and a good discussion of the uses of 
left-invariant means. The definitions of RIR’I and TRIM are also in 
[a) 
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If G is a compact group, then ‘I’LIM =:: TRIM =-= [A>. For 
o-compact noncompact amenable locally compact groups, the set 
TLIM is very large. Chou [2] h as shown that it has cardinality at 
least 2’ in this case. =Ilso in [2] is a summary of the known results, 
many due to Chou and Granirer, on the sizes of various sets of invariant 
and topologically invariant means in any locally compact group. If G 
is a discrete group then LIM -:- T’LIM. Granirer [.5] and Rudin [I l] 
have shown that for a nondiscrete locallv compact group which is 
amenable as a discrete group, I,IM\iTI,I~‘l & di. By a study of the 
closed invariant ideals in L;,(C), a proof is given in Section 3 that if G 
is a nondiscrete o-compact locally compact group which is amenable 
as a discrete group, then I,IM\TLIRI is not norm-separable. 
2. 'I‘m GELFAN) IsoiwowHIsnI 
The vector space L,,(G) is a commutative Banach algebra under 
pointwise multiplication of functions as the product. For anyf E L,(G), 
l/f2 11% = lifll: . Let 9 be the set of maximal ideals of L,(G); .9 is in 
one-to-one correspondence with the nonzero multiplicative linear 
functionals on L,(G). A s a set of multiplicative linear functionals, B is 
the set of extreme points of B+ and corresponds exactly to the positive 
finitely additive measures z’ on p such that 
(1) r(G) = 1. 
(2) z(Jl4) = 0 if h(M) = 0. 
(3) v(Jq E :o, 1: for all 244 E /3. 
It follows from the Krein-Milman theorem that any d E B’- is the 
weak*-limit, the pointwise limit on L,(G), of convex sums of elements 
in 9. 
The maximal ideal space 9 is a compact Hausdorff space in the 
topology of pointwise convergence on L.,(G). Given any E E /3 with 
h(E) 1, 0, there exists 0 E % with Q,) == I. A proof of this fact is 
given by Yosida and Hewitt [15]. It follows from this that jif117 = 
sup{1 (?@)I: 0 E 9}. Let C(9) be th e real-valued continuous functions 
on 9. C(9) is a commutative Banach algebra under pointwise multi- 
plication as the product and the supremum norm, which is also denoted 
by jl * I/7 . Since G acts on L, *(G) so as to leave g invariant, G acts 
on C(9) by gh(0) = h&V) for all g E G, h E C(9), and 0 E 9. In 
this way G is a group of isometries of C(9). 
THEOREM 2.1. The mapping ^ : L, (G) + C(.r/) g&z-en I~~yf(e) --= O(f) 
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for all .f E L,(G) and 0 E 2 is an isometric isomorphism of the two 
Ranach algebras. This isomorphism satis$es the following. 
(1) 1 = 1. 
(2) f 3 0 if and only if f 2. 0. 
(3) (2) -= gf for all g E G and ~ELJG). 
For each ME p, there is a unique open-closed set A? C 2 such that 
g,,f -= X.Q and (42: 44 E p} is a basis for the topology of 9. 
Since I’i has a basis of open-closed sets, .9 is totally disconnected. 
Actually, ‘/ is extremally disconnected: every open set has open 
closure. The reason for this is that L,(G) is a complete lattice and h 
prescrv-es the lattice structure. Stone [12] first introduced extremally 
disconnected compact Hausdorff spaces X and showed that they are 
exactly the compact Hausdorff spaces such that C(X) is a complete 
lattice. 
By the Kiesz representation theorem, the (;elfand isomorphism * 
gives an isometric isomorphism between L,,.*(G) and the vector 
space //( 9) of finite real-valued regular Bore1 measures on 9. This 
gives a one-to-one correspondence between means B on L,(G) and 
positive regular Bore1 probability measures 0 on 9. Since h commutes 
with the group actions, 0 E LIM if and only if e” is a left-invariant 
regular Rorel probability measure on 9. 
IlEFISITION 2.2. The support of a positice 8 in L,*(G) is the 
support of B as a measure on ,Q. It is denoted supp 0. It is easily seen 
that 0 is in the weak*-closed convex hull of supp d and that supp 0 
is the smallest closed subset of 9 with this property. Note that if 
8 F I,IM then supp 0 is a closed invariant subset of 9. 
Yosida and Hewitt [ 1.51 proved a decomposition theorem for means t? 
on L, of a finite measure space. We restate this and generalize it 
slightly. .A positive element 0 EL, *(G) is said to be pure111 finitely 
additive if there exists no measure $ EL,*(G) with 0 < JI < 0 except 
$ ~:= 0. As Woodb ury [14] observed, given a positive 0 E L,,*(G), we 
can define a measure $ EL,*(G) with 0 ,< # < 8 by 
$(xE) = inf , C R(xEi): {B,) C /3 and Ij Ei 1 El. i m 
r;:, i-l 
It is easy to prove then that 0 = J, -/- (0 - 4) and 0 - JI is a purely 
finitely additive measure on /3. This decomposition is uniquely deter- 
mined by 6 so if 0 E LIM then both 4 and 8 - # are invariant. In 
case G is compact and X(G) = 1, this decomposition can be done in 
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another way. Let e^ and i be the Bore1 probability measures in &Y(Q) 
corresponding to 6’ and A. Use the Radon-Nikodym theorem to write 
d =. m, -k m2 , where m, is a positive Bore1 measure absolutely 
continuous with respect to ,I and ma is a positive Bore1 measure 
singular with respect to f. It follows that both m, , m, arc in .&‘(a). 
Because all the measures at hand in this situation are finite, one can 
prove $ == m1 and (0?$) :~= m2 , where $ and 0 - # are as above. 
DEFII\;ITIOS 2.3. Two positive measures m, and m2 in .&‘(!i) are 
mutually singular (or ooze is singular to the other) if there are disjoint 
Bore1 sets E, and E, in 9 with m,(E n Ei) =-_- mi(E) for all Bore1 sets 
E and i =: I, 2. Two positive functionals BJ and 0: on L,(G) aye mutually 
singular (or one is singular to the other) if O1 and 8, aye mutually singular. 
A positive functional 8 on L,(G) is singular (f B is purely jinitelv additiz-e. 
PROPOSITIO~U 2.4. If G is not compact, the?1 any 13 E LIM is singular. 
If G is compact, then 0 E LIM is singular if and only if B and h are 
mutually singular. 
l’~o$ Write bi -= 8r + @a , its decomposition into a measure 19, 
and a singular functional 19s Since 0 E LIM, 0i is in\;ariant. Since 
B,(xE) = 0 whenever h(E) m= 0, 0, as a measure on /3 is absolutely 
continuous with respect to A. Since 8, is finite, it follows from the 
regularity of h that 0, is regular. But then 8, =- CA, where C is a 
constant by the uniqueness of the Haar measure. In case that G is not 
compact, C y 0 and 0 is singular. If G is compact then 0 is singular 
if and only if 8, =-= 0. But the decomposition e^ =- s^, f 8, is the 
Radon-Nikodym decomposition of 4 with respect to f when G is 
compact. So B and fi are mutually singular if and only if H”, = 0. That 
is, 0 and h are mutually singular if and only if 0i =: 0. 1 
Remark. If wc have two elements of LIM with disjoint supports 
then they are mutually singular. 
The Gelfand isomorphism also gives an alternate description of the 
ideals of L,(G). An ideal I CL,(G) . 1s invariant if whenever R c G and 
f E I then gf E I. If E E /3 then the smallest closed invariant ideal 
containing xL. is denoted by I,(xe). This ideal I&.> is the )I . Ii,.,- 
closure of all functions .f EJ,,(G) such that there exists g, ,..., grL E C 
with If 1 < 11 f Liz Cl”=, x0 E, i.e., supp f C Uli)=lg,E a.e. [A]. It follows 
that IG(xE) f L,,(G) if and only if for all g, ,..., g,, E G, 
X ($ <xi) ;-- 0. 
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Any maximal ideal (maximal ideals are always proper by definition) 
is Ker 19 for some 8 E 9. Under the isomorphism “, a maximal ideal 
corresponds to (h E C(9): h(8) = 01. Any closed ideal I in L,(G) is 
the intersection of the maximal ideals containing it. Let 9, = 
(0 E 9: Ker 8 3 I>. Then I corresponds by the Gelfand isomorphism 
to (h E C(9): h = 0 on 29,,. 1 If I is a closed invariant ideal then 9, is a 
closed invariant set. Of course, if we have a closed (invariant) set 
2” C ./r and let I = (f E L,(G): f = 0 on 5+0> then I is a closed 
(invariant) ideal in L,(G) with D0 = 2[ . An ideal I + L,(G) if and 
only if ,2, # @; an ideal I f 0 if and only if 2:‘, f 2. If we have two 
closed ideals I1 and I, then 1, C I, if and only if ~9,1 3 5~:‘~ . Finally, for 
two closed ideals 1, and I2 , we have I, + I, z.= L,(G) if and only if 
i/,l n %, q -= @. 
From the results of Section 3, it will follow that there are many 
proper closed invariant ideals I in L,(G). The next lemma will be 
used in Section 3, when G is amenable as a discrete group, to get a 
left-invariant mean 0 with supp 0 C 9, . 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose that G is amenable as a discrete group and 
I is a proper closed invariant ideal of I,,(G). The71 there exists 0 E LIM 
with 1 C Ker 8 and therefore supp 0 C 9., . 
Puoof. Consider the vector space ~,&(.9,). Since I is a proper closed 
invariant ideal, 2, is a nonempty closed invariant set. The group G 
leaves ,9, invariant and therefore induces an action by isometries on 
I &(9,). The set P = {m E d(9,): m 3 0, m(9,) = l} is a nonempty 
convex set which is compact in the topology of pointwise convergence 
on C(.“i;,). Since G leaves P invariant, when G is amenable as a discrete 
group there must be a fixed point m, E P. Extend this measure to an 
clement E,, E ~2’,(~9) by %,,(E) = m,(E n 9,) for all Bore1 subsets 
of .%. ‘I’hen the element 0 EL, ( ) * G with e^ = tic0 is an element of 
LIM with Ker 0 3 I because for f~ 1, f‘ = 0 on 8, and 
It follows that supp B C 9, . 1 
Remark. The reason that the amenability of G as a discrete group 
is needed here is that the action of G on 9 has not been shown to have 
any measurability property. As remarked by Rudin [ 111, if it were the 
case that g ++ e(gf) was Lebesgue measurable for 0 E .2 andf EL,(G) 
then one would need to assume only that G was an amenable locally 
compact group. However, Wells [13] shows this is not the case. 
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There is a partial converse to Proposition 2.5. First, the next two 
lemmas will say that for special ideals I any left-invariant mean 0 \n-ith 
Ker B 3 I must be singular to TLIM. It will be shown in Section 3 
that when G is amenable as a discrete group, the hypotheses of the 
following are nonvacuous. 
LEMMA 2.6. SupP ose that G is compact and 0 E LIM with B(s,.) 1 0 
for some E E /3 with h(E) > 0. Then B is singular. 
Proof. Write B = 77~~ 7- ma , where m, is absolutely continuous 
with respect to ;i and m2 is singular with respect to A. Sincfc 8 and 
X E LIM, both m, and nz, are invariant. If 6, EL,*(G) is chosen with 
e, = m, then Oi is an invariant measure which is absolutely continuous 
with respect to A. By the uniqueness of the Haar measure, 8, CA, 
where 0 < C < 1. If C > 0 then O,(xE) > 0 and e,(s) =: nli(E) > 0. 
But then e”(B) = O(xE) > 0, which contradicts the assumption on 0. 
So C = 0 and e^ is singular with respect to /i. Proposition 2.4 finishes 
the proof. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Suppose 0 E LIM and 8(x,) = 0 for E r; /3 with 
A( G\E-I) c 1. Then fey any 4 E TLIM, 0 and # are mutually singular. 
Proof. If G is compact then X(E) : h(E--l) > 0. Since S(xI,) 0, 
by the previous lemma 0 is singular. That is, 0 is singular to A, the only 
element of TLIM. If G is not compact then #(x~,~) == 0 whenever 
# E TLIM because A(G\E-‘) < CO (see [5] for a proof of this fact). 
Write e^ =: e”, + 4, , the Radon-Nikodym decomposition with 
respect to $. Since d(($)) = I, supp 0 -_ supp 4 C (6). Hence, 
supp 4, C (3). But since $(xGjE) = 0, &(@)) = 0 and so 
d,((G\<)) => 0. ‘Th is with supp 8, C (3) shows that 4, := 0 and 
hence 6 = 8, . Thus, 8 is singular to $. 1 
This proposition tells us that if I == I,&x~,&, where h(E-‘) s : 1 
in Proposition 2.5, then any 0 E LIM with Ker 0 r) I is singular to 
every z/ E TLIM. It is not clear that every 0 E LIM which is singular 
to any $ E TLIM must have Ker 0 containing an ideal of this kind. If 
G is not compact then any B E LIM is zero on compact sets; thus Ker 0 
does contain the ideal generated by {xK: K is compact). But this is 
not as strong as the above. The following is a partial converse to 
Proposition 2.7. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Suppose that G is compact and 0 E LTM, which is 
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singular. Thenfor every F > 0 there is a set E E /3 with X(E) 3 1 -- E and 
0(x,) = 0. The ideal I&& C Ker 0. 
Proof. Since we are assuming 6, is singular, there is no measure z’ 
with 0 < z’ < 0 and z’ f 0. Consider the measure 2’ defined on ,l3 
by v(E) = inf{xz, e(x,J: {Ei} C /3 and UT=“=, Ei 3 E). Since 2’ is a 
measure and 0 < 2’ < 8, z -z-z 0. It is not hard to show that for all 
E > 0, there is a decreasing sequence {Ei) with X(E,) > 1 -- E and 
qx,,> < lPi f or all i > 1. ‘The set E = fly=r Ei satisfies the con- 
ditions of Proposition 2.8. 1 
Some other interesting facts special to the compact case when 
h E IJM are a result of the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let G be a compact group. The probability 
measure fi on 9 is ergodic with respect to any dense subgroup of G. If U 
is a nonempty open set in /r then A( CT) > 0. If G is injinite and 0 E ,‘7 then 
/x((e)) = 0. 
Proof. If G is arbitrary then for any g f e and 8 E 5?: gB # 0. 
This shows that since @ZJ) 1 I, when G is infinite then the h measure 
of points is zero. If CT f @ and open then U 3 l?‘, where E E /3 and 
h(E) > 0. Hence, A(U) > 0 if L’ + @ and open. ‘1’0 prove the 
ergodic property of fi, let H be a dense subgroup of G. Suppose E is a 
Bore1 set in ‘/: which is invariant by H and suppose A(E) > 0. The 
claim is that A(5?\E) = 0; that is, i(E) = 1. Let m(A4) = x(A4 n E) 
for all Bore1 sets M in 9. Then the measure m is H-invariant and 
m < A. Let 0EI,, *(G) with 0 = m. Then 0 < 6 < A. If we have a 
sequence {Ei} C ,8 with h(EJ + 0 then S(x,,) + 0 because 0 < B < A. 
Hence, 0 is a regular measure on ,8. Since B is H-invariant and H is 
dense in G, 0 < 0 < X also shows that 6’ is G-invariant. Uniqueness of 
the Haar measure proves that 6’ = CA, where 0 f C < 1. The 
constant C ~:L 0 because B(G) = d(g) = m(Q) = A(E) > 0. Hence, 
);(.CZ.\E) = (1 :C) @Tl,E) == (1 /C) III(~\,E) = (1 /C) );((P’,E) n IT) =.- 0. 1 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let G be a compact group and I any nonxero 
invariant ideal in L,(G). Supp ose fl is a mean on L,(G) and 0 =- X on I. 
Then 0 = X on L,(G). 
Proof. Under h, the closure of I corresponds to {h E C(g): h == 0 
on 3,). Since ~3~ is a proper closed invariant set, L#\,gI is a nonempty 
open invariant set. By Proposition 2.9, A(53\~gI) = 1. The open set 
-Q\Q, in the relative topology is a locally compact Hausdorff space. 
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The assumption that 0(f) =: Jf & f orallJEJisthesameasJlz&= 
J h df for all h E C(g) with h = 0 on 3, . But these functions 12 are 
exactly the continuous functions on %\%, which vanish at infinity. 
The Riesz representation theorem says that the measures 4 and A are 
the same on the Bore1 subsets of g\,“r, and that for all h E C(-@), 
Jg,glh d6’ == J3,D!I h d/i. But th en 1(3@,) = I implies e(Q\p,) ~2 1 
and O(D1) -= 0 because e(p) ~- I. Hence, for all h E C(9), 
That is, B(f) -: Jf dh for all fe L,(G). 1 
Another interesting fact, which is true for all locally compact 
groups as will be shown in Section 4, follous from Proposition 2.9. 
This is, if U + @ and open in 3 then IJ(gU: g E G} is an open dense 
set. The reason that it is dense is that otherwise its complement 
would contain a nonempty open set. But then by 2.9, both 
i(U(gU g E G)) ~~~ I and h(lJ{gc’: g E G)) -.I I. From this it follows 
that if we take any E E /3 with h(E) :> 0 and let I:, rm (6’ E 2: 0(x,) -.- I> 
then B-L is the weak*-closure of the conves hull of GcrI: . 
3. ~~IAXIRTAL INVARIANT I~ALS 
Permanently positive sets are used by both Rudin [1 I] and Granirer 
[5] to establish the existence of elements in LIM\TLIM when G is a 
nondiscrete locally compact group which is amenable as a discrete 
group. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A set A4 E /3 is permanently positive in a set K E /3 
;f for all g, ,..., g,,, E G, A(n~I g,M n K) ;> 0. The set M is strictly 
positive if it is permanently positive in erery nonempty open set and M is 
permanently positice if it is permanently positire in G. 
Strictly positive sets of finite measure do exist in any nondiscrete 
a-compact locally compact group. An open dense set V is strictly 
positive because for all g, ,..., g,,, E G the set fiz”=, g,V is an open 
dense set. Also, the following lemma is in [I I] or [5]. 
LEMMA 3.2. If G is a nondiscrete o-compact locally compact group 
and E > 0 then there is an open dense set V with X(V) < E. 
The next lemma relates the various notions of permanent positivity. 
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LEMMA 3.3. The following are equivalent. 
(1) M is strictly positive, 
(2) JJI is permanently positive in every compact neighborhood, 
(3) M is permanently positive in some compact neighborhood. 
If G is compact then ill is strictly positive if and only if M is permanently 
positive. If G is not compact then there are permanently positive open sets 
which are not strictly positive. 
Proof. Clearly (1) implies (2) implies (3). Assume (3). That is, 
let K,, be a compact neighborhood in which M is permanently positive. 
Suppose C is nonempty and open. Let K be a compact neighborhood 
with KC U. If J!! is permanently positive in K then it is permanently 
positive in t’. I,et g, ,..., g,,, E G and suppose h(nFLr g,Xd n K) = 0. 
Then choose 11, ,..., h,, E G with (Jy=i h,K 3 K0 . 
possible because K0 i\ compact and K has mt,‘,!: is al’vays : : One ha
ny=l hj(G\,K) C (G\K,). S’ mce X(nzn=, g,M n K) = 0, nyl, g,M C G\K 
3.e. [h]. Hence, nycl hj(nLl g,M) C nj”=, Izj(G\K) C G\,K, ax. [h]. 
That is, ny:i fl:l, hjg,M C G\K,, a.e. [h]. This contradicts 
and shows that it must be true that h((Jy=‘=,g,M n K) >, 0 for any 
g, ,. . . , g,,, E G. Hence, (3) implies (2) and (1). 
Suppose that G is compact and &’ is permanently positive. If for 
some open set 0 C G which is not empty and for some g, ,..., g,,, E G 
one has X( &?“=, g,M n 0) = 0, then choosing h, ,. . ., h,, with (Jj”=, h,03 G 
gives A(& l-J:=“=, h,g,M) = 0. Th’ is contradicts III being permanently 
positive and shows that for compact groups, permanently positive 
implies strictly positive. The converse is obvious. If G is not compact 
then the open set G\K, where K is a compact neighborhood, is per- 
manently positive but is not permanently positive in K. 1 
Remark. Any set M which is permanently positive in a compact 
set must be strictly positive and dense. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let G be a nondiscvete a-compact locally compact 
group. Let M be strictly positive. Then there is a measurable subset 
E C M with X(E) < CD which is strictly positive. Also, there is a 
measurable subset E of M such that E and M\,E aye both strict& positive. 
Proof. Let X = (E C 114 a.e. [h]: X(E) < CD}. In the symmetry 
pseudometric p defined on X by p(E, , E.J = X(E, AE& where A 
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denotes symmetric difference, X is a complete pseudometric space. 
Fix an increasing sequence {KJ of compact subsets of G with 
G = uzsl K,, . Let K be any compact neighborhood of G. For each 
m > 1 and n > 1, define Q(m, ?z) to be all E E X which satisfy 
A(nzr giE n K) .y 0 for some g, ,..,, g,,, E K,, . The claim is that each 
Q(m, n) is closed and nowhere dense in (S, p). 
To see that Q(m, n) is closed, take a sequence (E,J C Q(m, n) with 
E, ---t E in the p-topology. For all E ‘Z 0 there is an s g: I with 
f(Es ? El < c,lm. For such an s, chooseg, ,..., g,,l t K,, with 
( 
I,, 
x n gi~,y n k’ : 0. 
i I ) 
Then 
h 
lli I,! ,,i 
< Fl 4(,?,& ’ n K) d(gJi n K)) ‘: 1 h(g,R, AR&‘) - C h(Es Al:) CL E. 
, 1 i I 
Since A(fi~~lg,E, n K) L=- 0, it must be that A(nyl,giE n K) 5’: c. 
But since E I:- 0 is arbitrary, the function D: nrl, K,, ---t R given by 
Dkl Y..., g,,{) mm A(():, g,E n K) has infimum zero. Because the 
domain of D is compact and D is continuous, II achieves its infimum. 
That is, E ~Q(rn, n). 
Now use Lemma 3.2 to prove that Q(m, n) has no interior. Since it 
is closed, this shows that it is nowhere dense. By 3.2 and the regularity 
of Haar measure, for any E ~Q(rn, a) there exists VT) E with 
A( V\E) < E such that V ;s open and dense. Then M n V E X, 
p(M n V, E) i E, and A/r n V 6 Q(m, n) for all nz, n > 1. In fact, if 
g, ,..., g,,, E G then flk giV n K has nonempty interior and so 
because II4 is strictly positive. Because E > 0 and E E Q(m, n) were 
arbitrary, Q(m, ti) has no interior. 
The Baire category theorem says that there must be a set E, E X 
which is not in any of the Q(m, n), That is, for all g, ,..., g,,, E G, 
W%=l giE, fl K) > 0. By Lemma 3.3, this proves that E, is strictly 
positive and establishes the first part of the proposition. TJet X, be X 
and Qo(m, n) be Q(m, a) of the preceding with A4 replaced by E, 
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throughout. Since A(,?,) < ~13, the mapping E 4 E,\,E is an isometry 
of >x-,, . From what has already been shown, the sets C,(m, n) -= 
{E E S,: E,\,E is in f&(m, a)) are also closed nowhere-dense subsets of 
*I-,, . The Baire category theorem says that there is a subset E C E, 
such that E is not in any of the Q,,(wz, n) or the C,,(m, 72). That is, both E 
and EJE are strictly positive, by Lemma 3.3. ‘l’his gives subsets E 
and ;lil’E 3 E,,\!E, which are both strictly posith-c. 1 
Remark. ‘I’he argument in this proposition is an adaption of a proof 
by Kudin [I 11. It actually proves more, in that the complement of a 
countable union of closed nowhere-dense sets is second category and 
dense in S. AUso, the first part of Proposition 3.4 follows from 
Lemma 3.2 and the fact that M n I’ is strictly positive if M is strictly 
positive and I’ is dense and open. 
Proposition 3.4 will allow us to construct a continuum of pairwise 
disjoint noncmpty closed invariant subsets of 9. 
I’RoPOsITrc~N 3.5. Assume that G is n nondiscrete a-compact locall?? 
compact group, Then there exists a continuum ?f proper closed inoarinnt 
ideals {A’,: x E R) of L,-(G) such that for all Y, --r Lx2 , Xm, -~-- N,* =z 
L, (G). Jf 9, 7 VN,, then {9,] is a continuum of pairwise disjoint non- 
empty rlosed irlaariant subsets qf 9. 
Proof. Once the family of ideals is constructed, one uses the fact 
that I, - J? = Len(G) if and only if (s,l n p1 == @ to prove the rest. 
Take an open dense set I’ C G. Let Nr,, “-- I,ixc,i.?. Since I/ is 
permanently positive, Nliz is a proper closed invariant ideal. Since I 
is strictly positive, Proposition 3.4 allows us to write V = M, U M2 , 
where 21, n -Wz = @ and both AZ, and &W, are strictly positive. Let 
N, 3 -z Ici~r;3,xr,) and N314 = Ic/xr;l.l,,). Since M, and M, are 
permanently positive and disjoint, Nrj4 and Na’, are proper closed 
invariant ideals with N1/4 + N,!, = L,(G). Also, N,:, n N314 3 Nl, 2 . 
Vse Proposition 3.4 again to write each Mi =: Mi, u Mi, with 
lVi, n Jfj, --z: @ and all the Mjj strictly positive. Let Nr;s == 
IG(XG ‘.lI,li > 
I ’ 
N3i8 = Ic/x~,,+, N518 = I&t~;~~,,l,l>, and -w,,n, -L= 
GIXC\.!I,2, ’ . Then each Niis IS a proper closed iniariant ideal and if 
i -1-j in (1, 3, 5, 7), then Nils + Nj!, = L,(G). Also, 
One continues this pattern inductively. To be precise, let (i/2j: i is 
prime to 2 and i = I,..., 2j - I} be the j-level of the dyadic rationals. 
Given r in the (j + 1)-l evel, the precursor of I’ is the unique element s 
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in the j-level closest to r in (0, 1). Continuing the construction above 
gives a family of proper closed invariant ideals {N,: I’ is a dyadic 
rational in (0, 1)) with the following properties. 
(1) Any two ideals NY1 and I~~,, with ri and rs in the j-level and 
y1 f ~a satisfy Nrl + Nrz ~~ L,(G). - 
(2) Any ideal IN,. with Y in the (i - I)-level contains :Y, , where 
s is the precursor of 7.. 
Let A be the set of sequences {I.~}, where each ri is the precursor of 
, 1 i+l . For cx :m (ri> in A, let N, be the closure of IJ{N,‘: i -= 1, 2, 3 ,... ). 
By (2), the sequence of proper ideals {Nr8) is increasing and so AV1 
is a proper closed invariant ideal. If CQ = {ri} and ‘1s 1~ Isi) then 
q ;L u)(2 implies for some j, rj + sj . By (I), NYj + ATsi L,(G). So if 
01~ + us, then N,,l + N,, = L,(G). This says in particular that 
Ne, f AT, if 0~~ + x3 because the ideals 1Na are proper. Since A4 is in 
one-to-on: correspondence with R, this gives the continuum of ideals 
(N,: CY E R> needed. 1 
Remark. This proof shows that for a nondiscrete u-compact G, the 
ideal l&xR), where G\ B is strictly positive, is far from being a maximal 
invariant ideal in that it is contained in at least a continuum of distinct 
maximal invariant ideals. 
THEOREM 3.6. Assume that G is any nondiscrete o-compact locally 
compact group which is amenable as a discrete group. Then LIM”L’LIM 
is not norm-separable. 
Proof. I,& (9,: &l E R) be a continuum of pairwise disjoint non- 
empty closed invariant sets in 9. The proof of Proposition 3.5 shows 
that one can choose [a,] with each 9’, C pir for an ideal I == I, ‘x~;\~>>, 
where 7’ is an open dense set such that h( V-l) < I. To do this just 
take an open dense set W in G with X(W) c:: 1 and let V IV-’ in 
the proof of 3.5. Now Proposition 2.5 says that when G is amenable as 
a discrete group, there exists a family (0,: 01 E RR) C III,11 with 
supp 8, C 9+?, for each M. Then for each Y E R, Ker(0,) r) I,; xc,. I-;~ with 
A( V-l) 4~ 1. By P roposition 2.7, each 0, 4 TLIM. Also, if c~i : I~ then 
there exists a function h E C(Q) with -~~ 1 < h < 1 such that Iz 1~ 1 on 
62 and h 7 --- I on 
;jx d(B^, ~ Jj )I :T: 2, 
-12, . Hence, if .f m: h then I(Q,l ~- tix,)(f)l 
which implies 11 B --- Q,, 112 -:: 2. This shows 
that LIM\TL?M cannot be norm-separable. i 
Remark. The proof he re actually shows that there is a continuum 
(6,: CY E R) of mutually singular left-invariant means each of I\-hich is 
singular to any J/J E TIIM. 
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4. STATIONARY AND TRANSITIVE MAXIMAL IDEALS 
If G is a noncompact group then any 19 E LINI is singular and the 
Ker 0 3 I, where I is the ideal generated by the compact sets in G. 
If G is compact and B E LIM is singular then Ker f7 3 I for some 
nonzero closed invariant ideal. Hence, in either case, if 0 E LIM and 
0 is singular then Ker 0 contains a nonzero closed invariant ideal I 
of L,(G) and supp B C 9, is a proper closed invariant set in /ji. By 
what is shown in this section, this fact says that for any singular 
element 0 E LIM, supp 6’ is a closed nowhere-dense set. For this 
reason, in trying to analyze the support sets of singular left-invariant 
means, one is led to the notion of stationary and transitive maximal 
ideals. 
I~FISITIOK 4.1. -4n element 8 E 9 is stationary ;f 
n (Ker(g0): ,g t Gj -A 0. 
Any 8 E .// is transitive if it is not stationary. The stationary elements 
ure denoted by 9 and the transitive elements &y 7. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let G De an injinite locally compact group. Then 
2’ == .‘f v .F and both 9 and F are not empty. An element % E ./P is in 
F [f and only if G0 is dense in 9. The following are equivalent. 
(I) HE LY. 
(2) Ker 0 contains a nonzero closed invariant ideal I. 
(3) % E 9, foY some nonxero closed ineariant ideal I. 
(4) GO is not dense in 9. 
(5) The closure of G% in 53 is nowhere dense. 
PI-or!f. Since G is infinite, there are always nonzero proper closed 
invariant ideals in L,(G). Let I be such an ideal and 6’ E 53 with 
Ker B 3 I. Then since 1 is nonzero and invariant, n(Ker(g8): g E G} 3 
I += 0. So B E Y and P’ f @. The Ionescu Tulceas [9] have shown 
that there exists a ring homomorphism L: L,(G) + Z,(G) which 
commutes with the G-actions and such that 
(1) L(1) = 1 
(2) L(f + A-) + .,I” = f + .,k” for all JELJG). 
Define an element 8, E 3 by 0,(f) -= L(f)(e). Let X(E) > 0. Then 
since (2) holds, L(xE) f 0 and is xLcc) for some 1,ebesgue measurable 
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L(E). Take g E G with e EgL(E). Then since L commutes with the 
G-actions, 
‘This says that for all i? with A(E) > 0, there existsg E G vvithg ~lH,, E l?. 
If n{Ker(ge,): g E G] =,* 0 then there exists xE E Ker(g0,) for all 
g E G with h(E) > 0. This contradicts there being some g E G with 
gd,, E E, i.e., xc $ Ker(gB,) and shovvs 8, E 7. 
Given any 8 E F, G8 is dense because otherwise there vvoulcl be E 
with h(E) > 0 and xE E Ker(gB) for all g E G. Conversely, if GB is 
dense then every xE with h(E) > 0, there is someg E G with x,(gB) I,:- 0. 
Hence, the ideal n(Ker(g8): g E G} must be zero. To pro1.c ( I ) through 
(5) are the same, first observe that (1) implies Ker 0 contains the 
nonzero closed invariant ideal ntKer(g8): g E Gj. So (I) implies (2). 
If (2), then 0 E .9, by definition of 9,. If (3), then G0 is not dense 
because it is contained in 9, and any closed invariant set c/,, ~-~ 9 is 
nowhere dense. The reason for this is that if 9, has interior then by 
first part, .‘i,, n 7 +I @ and so Q. contains a dense set because it is 
invariant. Hence, 9” =: 9 if it has interior. This shows that (3) 
implies (4) and (4) implies (5). If (51, then let /r,, m= closure (Go) and 
let I be the nonzero closed invariant ideal with P, =-- //,, Then 
Ker(gB) Z, I for all g E G and I ,I. 0. i 
It is clear now that any 0 E .F has dense orbit in 9. X consequence 
of this is that B is the vveak*-closed convex hull of the orbit of 0 for 
any 0 E F. The next few lemmas will show that 9 is dense in //! also. 
An easy argument shows that to prove .Y is dense in c/ requires 
showing that the intersection of all the nonzero invariant ideals in 
f,,(G) is zero. One is led immediately to asking: For any i\,11: /3 with 
X(M) > 0, must there exist E E ,8 with X(E) > 0 such that x ,I 4 I, ,‘xF.> ? 
That is, does one have, for all g, ,..., g,,, E G, h(ill\,(Jy=“=, g,E) ’ 0 I 
DEFINITION 4.3. A support set is 11 compact subset k’ of G with 
h(K) > 0 such that whene?-elf K r\ 0 =,:> CD for an open set 0, then 
X(K n 0) > 0. 
A set K is a support set if and only if K-l is, too. By the regularity 
of Haar measure, any M E /3 with h(M) 1. 0 contains a support set K. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let K be a support set and U an open set in G. I]- E is 
a measurable subset ?f UK und h(E) :-. 0, then there exists u F CT with 
X(E n uK) 3=- 0. 
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Proof. Since E C UK, for each g E E, gk’-l n L: + @. So 
h(gK-l n U) > 0 for each g E E because K-l is a support set. Since 
X(E) > 0, SF: A(gK-l n U) d(g) > 0. But 
Hence, for some u E I!, h(E n UK) > 0. 1 
Remark. This lemma is not true if K is not a support set. 
The next proposition will say in a special case, using an argument 
much like the one in the beginning of Proposition 4.6, that given M 
with X(M) > 0 in a nondiscrete o-compact locally compact group, 
there is a A-null set N with G = NM. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Supp ose that G is a nondiscrete locally compact 
group with a countable basis for the open sets. Let K be a support set and U 
a nonempty open set. Then there is a h-null set N C U with NK r-2 LTK. 
Proof. Since G is separable, there is a countable set S C I’ which 
is dense in U. First, the previous lemma says X( UK\SK) L=- 0. To 
prove this let E = UK\SK. If h(E) > 0 then there exists u E U with 
h(E n uK) > 0. Since h(K) -X a, the mapping g tt X(E n gK) is 
continuous. Since S is dense in U, there exists s E S with X(E n sK)>O. 
But E n SK = @. This contradiction shows h(E) = 0. 
To finish the proof, it suffices to find a null set N, C t’ with 
N,K 3 I;TK\SK. Let N, = UK\SK. Since G has a countable basis 
for the open sets, we can choose a countable set L C K which is dense 
for the relative topology in K. For any n E N, , nK-* n LT == @. Let 
L, = nL-’ n U for each n E No. By the choice of L dense in K, 
L,, + @ for every n E N,, . Let Nr = U(L,,: n E N,,}. Then since 
L, C N&l, Nr C N,L-l. Since A(N,,) = 0 and L is a sequence, 
h(N,L-l) = h(N,) = 0. Al so, Nl C U by definition. Furthermore, for 
any n E N, , (nK-l n Nl) 3 (nK-l n L,) = (nK-l n nL-l n U) = 
nL-l n Lr = L, # @. Hence, No C N,K and Nl is the null set that 
was needed. 
Define the null set N = S u Nr . Since S and Nl are X-null subsets 
of U, N is a X-null subset of U and NK C UK. But 
~80:zr ‘r-4 
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Remark. This proposition says that with certain conditions on M, 
there is a null set N with NM = G. This is not true if &’ is countable. 
It would be interesting to have conditions on M in terms other than 
its measure which guarantee the same thing. 
PROPOSITI~ 4.6. Let G be a nondiscsete u-compact locally compact 
group. Let M be a measurable set with X(M) 3~ 0. Then for all E >- 0, 
there exists an open dense set V with h(V) -:: E such that T’ is permanently 
positive in AdI. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, G is a metric space. ‘l’he argu- 
ment for this goes as follows. Since G is nondiscrete, there is a compact 
normal subgroup H in G with G/H a nondiscretc o-compact metric 
locally compact Hausdorff group. Let X: G--f G/H be the canonical 
projection. Th en f or a suitable choice of Haar measure y on G/El, 
y(E) : X(?FJ(E)) f or all Bore1 sets E C G/H. Take any support set 
K C Af in G. Since r(7r(K)) m= X(77 -‘(z(K))) :m h(HK) > h(K), 
y(Tr(K)) ;-- 0. su ppose IV C G/II is an open dense set in G/I-I with 
y(W) -c E. ‘rhen GT -_ nm’( W) is an open dense set in G and X( I’) 
Y( WI <’ E. If W is chosen to be permanently positive in n(K) then I’ 
will be permanently positive in K and, hence, in AT. The reason is that 
fork3 ,..., g,,, E G with 
I,! 
h- C u g;(G:, 1,‘) a.e. [A]. 
i 1 
But since K is a support set and G\,V is closed, K C (JyL, g,(G\V). 
Hence, V(K) C lJy!‘J n(,gi) r(G\V) lJL4, ;7(gi)((G/H)\,W). This 
contradicts y(n(K) r\ (n:.kJ n(gJW)) >e 0. 
It is assumed now that G is a nondiscrete a-compact metric locally 
compact group and h(M) > 0. Also, without loss of generality, A1 
is a support set. In this case, G is a separable metric space and has a 
countable basis {cTi) for the open sets. By Proposition 4.5, for any 
open set IT in G, there is a null set NC U with NM-’ = UM-I. By 
the regularity of h, there is an open set W,, 3 N with h( W,) -< E. Let 
W = W,, n ri. Then h(W) < E and WC CT. Also, W 3 N shows 
WMpl = UM-l. This says that for each i 3 1, there is an open set 
Wi C U& with X( WJ < l /2j such that WiMM1 : C’(M--l. Let 
V = Ui=, Wi . Then V is an open set which is dense because it meets 
each iii in the basis. Also, h(V) < E. 
The claim is that V is permanently positive in M. Let E : G\V. 
Then E is a closed nowhere-dense set and it suffices to show that for 
all 65 ,..., g,,, E G, h(A,l\(JLJ giE) > 0. If this were not the case for a 
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particular g, ,..., g,,, E G then, since M is a support set and E is closed, 
M C uE”=, g,E. The Baire category theorem says that for some open 
set 0 and some i = I ,..., m,OnMf@andOnMCgiEnM.That 
is, there is an open set 0’ and g E G with E 3 gM n 0’ #= 0. But then 
for some i >, 1, E 1 gM n Ui # @. This means that g E UiM-r = 
WiM-l. Since Wi C Ui , E r>gM n Wi # @. But then E and Wj 
have a point in common contrary to the definition of E. This contra- 
diction finishes the proof. 1 
Remark. The condition on X(V) in the above guarantees that 
E = G\VisnotanullsetaslongasE < 1. 
The main theorem of this section is an immediate consequence of the 
preceding proposition. 
THEOREM 4.7. The following hold in any nondiscrete u-compact 
locally compact group. 
(1) Yisdensein.9. 
(2) There is no minimal (OY minimum) nonxeYo closed invariant 
ideal in I,,(G). 
(3) For each ME ,B with X(M) > 0, there is a nonzero closed 
invariant ideal I with xIL, 4 I. 
PYOOf. Assume A(M) > 0. By Proposition 4.6 there is an open 
dense set V with h(V) < 1 such that V is permanently positive in M. 
Then with E = G\V and I = IG(xE), the function xx, + I and I is a 
nonzero closed invariant ideal. Hence, (3) holds. To prove (l), let 
X(M) > 0. Choose I as in (3). Let tI E 9 with Ker 19 1 I and x.,~ 4 Ker 8. 
Then by 4.2, 8 E 9. Also, x.,, $ Ker 0 means 6’ E It?. Since 
-(.&C h(M) > 0} is a basis for the topology of 9, this proves (1). If I,, is 
a nonzero closed invariant ideal and xi,{ ~1, then by (3) there is a 
nonzero closed invariant ideal I with x(,, 6 I. The ideal I n I,, is a 
nonzero closed invariant ideal, too, and 1 n I,, f I. This shows that 
(2) holds. m 
This theorem is not true in the discrete case because the ideal 
generated by {xF: F is finite} is contained in every nonzero invariant 
ideal. The theorem says that in the nondiscrete case, the intersection 
of all the nonzero closed invariant ideals is the minimum closed 
invariant ideal and, therefore, is zero, For this reason, it is interesting 
to notice that the intersection of any sequence of closed invariant 
ideals is not zero. For if (Ij} is such a sequence, there is a decreasing 
sequence {Ej]. C /3 with every xE. E Ii, X(E,) ~1 co, and X(gj) ;- 
9(E,) for allj. i Then E = nj”=r Ej gives a function xE + 0 in n,=, Ij . 
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‘Ihe following proposition is also important in this context. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. If G is a locally compact group then the intev- 
sertion of all the maximal invariant ideals is not zero. 
Proqf. The C;elfand isomorphism is a ring homomorphism of 
/3 -+ {I?: E E /3) in th e sense that (E, 6 E,) ~= 8, n I?, and (E, 6 E,) .-m- 
i?, u B, for all E, , E, E 13. To prove this proposition, it suffices to 
exhibit a proper closed invariant subset Q,, C 9’ which contains all 
minimal invariant subsets. If 9 is a minimal invariant subset of ~9, 
then for all E t /3 either r){g,??: g E G} 1 F or r)(g,??: g E Cl, r\ 9 ~~~ @
by minimality. So either i? 19 or there are g, ,-., g,,, E G with 
($1, gii? n 9 ~~ @ b u not both. Suppose G is compact and I’ is t 
open and dense. Ijet g, ,. .., g,,, E G and V,, T- fl:?zl giV. Since V,) is 
nonempty and open, some h, ,..., h,, t G give uyzl hjV, :: G. SO 
IJiLl hjr,, L- 9 and for some j I ,..., 11 one has hjpO n .F f @. 
That is, P,, n .% + @. Rut this means that n~~“=,gi~ n .F :-I: @ for all 
g, !...T ‘ii,,, E G and, hence, v r) 9 by minimality. Thus, for all closed 
nowhere-dense sets B, B n .F =m- @. ‘l-his means that the closed ideal 
generated by {xB: B is closed nowhere dense} is an invariant ideal which 
is contained in all the maximal invariant ideals. If G is not compact 
then a similar argument shows that the closed ideal generated by 
[xK: K is compact) is contained in all maximal invariant ideals. m 
A question on density of sets in fr which is more immediately 
relevant to the supports oft? E LIM is: If Supp == U{supp 8: 0 E LIMj. 
is a dense set in 9 ? If G is amenable as a discrete group, Supp 3 
(J(.F: .F is a minimal invariant set in 91. If G is not compact then 
Supp is contained in sJ where I is the ideal generated by (xK: K is 
compact). So if G is not compact then Supp is not dense. In the 
compact case, X E LIM and supp X =- 9. One wants to consider for 
this reason only Ssupp =: U{supp 0: 0 is a singular left-invariant 
mean>. If G is not compact then Supp = Ssupp. One always has 
Y 1 Ssupp. If G is amenable as a discrete group then Ssupp 19 
for all minimal invariant sets F. The set Ssupp will not be dense only 
if there is a set E E B with X(E) > 0 such that 6(xE) = 0 for all 
0 E SLIM, the set of singular left-invariant means. The singular 
left-invariant means constructed in Section 3 are zero on a closed 
nowhere-dense set B with h(G\B-l) < 1. Using Proposition 2.5, if G 
is nondiscrete and amenable as a discrete group, then there exists 
0 E SLIM with B(xR) == 0 f or all closed nowhere-dense sets. If every 
B E SLIM had this property, then Ssupp would not be dense. 
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